ABSTRACT
Cervical myelopathy is a degenerative disease that occurs secondary to direct spinal cord compression and compromise of spinal vasculature through a process of gradual spinal canal narrowing. Patients generally present with signs and symptoms of long tract compromise. Once myelopathy is suspected on clinical grounds, MRI is the test of choice to confirm canal stenosis and cord injury. Treatment involves surgical decompression, anteriorly and/or posteriorly of the spinal. Despite optimal management in this patient population, outcomes may be poor and are usually limited to halting progression of the disease rather than relieving deficits already present.
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Introduction
Myelopathy is a term used to describe the clinical syndrome present when a disease process in or around the spinal cord interrupts the normal transmission of information along the ascending and descending tracts contained within it. The syndrome can be differentiated based on the level of pathologic involvement, which can generally be determined by the extent of involvement of the extremities as documented on physical examination. Cervical myelopathy occurs when the disease process affects the cervical spinal cord, and can manifest as symptoms in all four extremities. As implied in the definition, a number of pathological processes can give rise to this clinical syndrome, but the most common cause is canal stenosis secondary to degener-
operative changes commonly seen with aging, termed ‘cervical spondylotic myelopathy’.1

**Pathophysiology**

Cervical spondylotic myelopathy (CSM) is a syndrome of spinal cord dysfunction secondary to spinal cord compression, resulting from spinal canal narrowing via both static and dynamic mechanisms, with the underlying cause being slow mechanical degeneration. The normal anterior-posterior (AP) canal diameter in the cervical spine has been reported as 17 to 18 mm.2 However, in patients with CSM, the AP diameter decreases, and signs of myelopathy begin to show when the diameter is decreased to 14 mm or less.3 The average diameter at which myelopathy occurs is 12 mm,4 and this has been accepted as the absolute diameter below which myelopathy is very likely to be present.

These studies, based on measurement from plain x-rays, noted that myelopathic findings are present across a range of canal diameters, and this is highly individual, leading to the argument that cord compression alone does not generate myelopathy. Subsequently, cadaver studies have demonstrated arterial filling defects in spinal arteries with neck motion,5 thus leading to the hypothesis that cord ischemia, as opposed to direct compression, is the primary mechanism by which cord damage occurs.4 Ischemia may result from occlusion of the penetrating arteries to the spinal cord by direct compression, or from narrowing of arteries due to distortion from spinal cord displacement. As the spine becomes flattened by anterior or posterior compression, the cord bulges out laterally, which places the vessels running laterally on the cord under stretch, thus reducing their diameter and limiting the flow of blood to the lateral columns of the cord.6 It is for this reason that myelopathy typically presents with deficits in the lateral aspect of the cord, with anterior and posterior functions spared until late in the disease process, as outlined below.

Static spinal cord degeneration can occur over an extended period of time, and significant stenosis must occur before symptoms are recognized due to redundancy in canal diameter.7 The process begins with degeneration and bulging of the intervertebral discs. Disc degeneration causes bony hypertrophy in adjacent endplates, and the resulting dorsally-
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oriented bony spurs lead to further canal compromise. Concurrently, end-plate proximity from loss of disc height leads to over-riding and destruction of the uncovertebral joints, which in turn causes reactive hyperostosis and extension of bony and soft tissue into the canal and proximal foramina. These changes decrease interbody mobility and cause disuse hypertrophy of the posterior elements, namely the facet joints and ligamentum flavum, which further encroach upon the canal. Loss of mobility at a single segment causes increased strain and hypermobility at adjacent segments, hastening the degenerative process and perpetuating the disease.

In addition to the static degeneration, dynamic instability becomes a problem later in the disease process, and is perhaps the factor that leads to the development of clinical myelopathy. With degeneration, hypermobility may be experienced at adjacent spinal cord levels, and lead to further canal narrowing with flexion or extension of the neck. Even normal motion of a stenotic canal can cause further narrowing by approximating anterior hypertrophic tissue to posterior tissue (i.e. extension bringing a posterior bony spur into proximity with a hypertrophied ligamentum flavum or facet joint). This effect is compounded in a hypermobile segment of the spine that has occurred due to adjacent degenerative fusion. Degeneration can also cause the vertebrae to slide anteriorly or posteriorly relative to one another during neck motion, and this can further contribute to dynamic stenosis. The effects of both static and dynamic degeneration are more likely to cause symptomatic myelopathy in a congenitally narrowed spinal canal.

**Epidemiology**

Not all patients with degenerative changes on imaging will exhibit the signs and symptoms of CSM. In fact, the incidence of degenerative changes reported in the literature is higher than the incidence of clinical CSM. Cadaver studies have demonstrated rates of stenosis at 4.9% in the adult population, with higher rates being found in older individuals, reaching 9% in the 8th decade. In radiographic studies, 95% of asymptomatic male patients (70% of women) in their 7th decade have degenerative abnormalities on plain films. Even in patients under 40, MRI has demonstrated degenerative changes in up to 14%. These data indicate: that CSM resulting from canal stenosis is a slow process, that not all patients with degenerative spine disease will develop clinical features and that myelopathy is a clinical diagnosis not a radiographic one.

The incidence and prevalence of clinical CSM is not well reported...
in the literature. Wu et al., (2013) reported an incidence of CSM-related hospitalization at 4.04 per 100,000 person years in an eastern Asian cohort. As CSM is the result of a degenerative process, the incidence is higher among the older population, with rates approaching 30% by the 8th decade of life. In a British cohort, the mean age at time of diagnosis was reported as 64 years. Symptomatic disease is more often seen in men, with a male to female ratio of 2.7:1. Overall, CSM has been found as the cause of symmetric limb paresis in almost 26% of non-traumatic cases. While cervical spondylosis typically affects multiple levels, the most commonly involved level is C5-C6. It should be noted that patients presenting with CSM can often be found to have stenosis in the lumbar region as well, with some studies quoting rates of up to 59% (Laroche et al., 1991). This is an important consideration when working up patients with complaints of gait difficulties and lower extremity symptoms. Overlooked upper extremity symptoms/signs could lead to a lumbar imaging study, which may direct treatment towards lumbar stenosis, whereas the more appropriate level to treat is the cervical spine.

**Clinical Presentation**

As previously stated, the degree of canal stenosis required to produce myelopathic symptoms is varied, and highly individual. Likewise, the sequence of symptoms is also variable among individuals with the disease. Some patients with degenerative disease of the cervical spine will present with only mild symptoms related to the degeneration, such as neck pain or possibly radicular symptoms. These patients, by definition, do not suffer from cervical myelopathy. In many patients, the earliest sign of myelopathy is gait stiffness or trouble with balance, and may lead them to seek medical attention. A number of other symptoms can be seen, including paresthesias in a non-dermatomal distribution, weakness or paresis (more commonly affecting fine motor movements in the hands), spasticity or sphincter disturbance and incontinence. Motor involvement of the lower extremities tends to be more pronounced proximally rather than distally, and bowel and bladder dysfunction is not often seen until the disease has progressed in severity. About half of patients pre-
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On examination, the most common findings are consistent with upper motor neuron dysfunction. Patterns of hyper-reflexia can vary depending on the level where compression begins. For example, Table 1 provides the Modified Japanese Orthopedic Association (JOA) Score for Cervical Myelopathy:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Upper extremity (UE) motor dysfunction: Unable to feed self</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Unable to use knife and fork; can eat with spoon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Can use knife and fork with much difficulty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Can use knife and fork with slight difficulty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>None (normal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Lower extremity (LE) motor dysfunction: Unable to walk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Can walk on flat surface with walking aid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Can walk up and/or down stairs with handrail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Lack of smooth and stable gait</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>None (normal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Sensory deficit: UE Severe sensory loss or pain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Mild sensory loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>None (normal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>LE Severe sensory loss or pain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Mild sensory loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>None (normal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>trunk Severe sensory loss or pain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Mild sensory loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>None (normal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Sphincter dysfunction: Unable to void</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Marked voiding difficulty (retention)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Some voiding difficulty (urgency or hesitation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>None (normal)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
compression at C5-C6 (the most commonly involved level) will yield brisk reflexes in the triceps and lower extremities, while potentially sparing the biceps and brachioradialis reflexes. However, an inverted radial reflex can be present (this occurs when the efferent arc of the brachioradialis reflex results in stimulation of the forearm fingers flexors). Other pathologic signs may also be present. Hoffmann’s sign is present when a downward flick of the distal phalanx of the middle finger results in reflexive flexion of the other fingers and thumb of the ipsilateral hand. This sign may be present in myelopathic patients, but the sensitivity and positive predictive value are low (58% and 62% respectively). Clonus may be present at the ankles, consistent with hyper-reflexia. The Babinski sign, dorsiflexion of the large toe with a noxious stimulus to the plantar surface of the foot, may be present in up to 80% of patients with severe myelopathy, but is less consistent for patients with milder disease. Fine motor movements may be decreased on exam, and can manifest as difficulty performing rapid grip and release or difficulty with brisk finger movements. Muscle wasting may also be seen, and wasting of the hand intrinsics with spasticity gives rise to the characteristic “myelopathy hand,” reported as being present in 90% of patients with CSM.

Examination of the sensory system should be carried out, as patients commonly present with sensory findings as well. A sensory level may be found with pinprick testing, and posterior column dysfunction is usually a sign of severe long-standing myelopathy. If the posterior columns are involved, patients may also display a positive Romberg test, losing balance when the eyes are closed with the arms abducted slightly from their side. This test, however, has poor sensitivity for CSM and is positive in only 44% of patients with cord signal change.

Multiple scores have been developed in an attempt to classify patients according to myelopathy-related deficits. The most widely cited of these, the Japanese Orthopaedic Association Scale has been modified to the North American population (Table 1). These scores are used clinically to determine which patients have severe enough symptomology to be treated surgically, and to track progression or improvement post-operatively. However, many of these scales suffer from a lack of consistency, and should therefore be interpreted with this in mind.

Diagnosis
While CSM is the most common cause of myelopathy, especially in older patients, many disorders can also cause myelopathy and must
be kept in the differential on initial workup (Table 2). A focused history and physical exam can direct the clinician toward the correct diagnosis, but the signs and symptoms typically associated with CSM are not highly sensitive or specific, and various clinical tests are generally required to differentiate between CSM and its numerous mimics. These tests, combined with a good clinical evaluation and routine imaging, including MRI, can often identify the specific diagnosis.

When CSM is suspected, plain x-rays of the cervical spine may be obtained, and will often show signs of degeneration. Loss of disc height may be seen at levels of disc degeneration and, if chronic, posterior disc-osteophyte complexes may be seen intruding on the canal. In cases of long-term CSM, facet joint ossification and fibrosis, as well as ligamentous calcification, may be seen. Dynamic changes, such as listhesis (or slippage) of vertebral bodies, can also be identified with plain films. CT can be used as an adjunct when plain films do not adequately denote bony anatomy. Estimates of canal diameter can also be completed with these imaging modalities, and compared to those typically listed as consistent with myelopathy (see above). The Pavlov ratio, which can be calculated on plain films as the ratio of the canal diameter to the sagittal width of the vertebral body, provides a reliable method for predicting deficits from canal stenosis when the calculated ratio is <0.8. However, with the increased availability of MRI, the utility of bony imaging modalities as a first study in the clinical setting of cervical myelopathy is questionable.

MRI is the most sensitive test for identifying spinal cord compression and injury in the setting of myelopathic symptoms. MRI can demonstrate the extent of degenerative disc herniation and other soft tissue hypertrophy (e.g., facet joint capsule, ligaments) better than plain films or CT (Figure 1, Figure 2). CSF space around the cord can be visualized, and if this space is absent in the axial plane, severe stenosis is present. It will also provide a more accurate measure of canal diameter as soft tissues that cannot be visualized by x-ray or CT

Figure 1: MRI showing signal change within the cord (myelomalacia)
### Table 2: Diagnoses that can present similar to CSM, divided based on etiology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compressive Myelopathies</th>
<th>Non-compressive myelopathies</th>
<th>Chronic myelopathies</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CSM</strong></td>
<td><strong>Spinal cord infarction</strong></td>
<td><strong>Vascular malformations of the cord or dura (dural AV fistula)</strong></td>
<td><strong>Congenital anomalies of the atlantoaxial joint (dwarfism, Down syndrome, odontoid hypoplasia)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Spondylosis</em></td>
<td><strong>Inflammatory and immune myelopathies</strong></td>
<td><strong>Retrovirus-associated myelopathies (HTLV-1, HIV)</strong></td>
<td><strong>Malformations of the occipital bone (basilar invagination)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Disc herniation</em></td>
<td><em>Multiple sclerosis</em></td>
<td><strong>Syringomyelia</strong></td>
<td><strong>Klippel-Feil syndrome</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Ossification of the posterior longitudinal ligament (OPLL)</em></td>
<td><em>Rheumatoid arthritis</em></td>
<td><strong>Subacute combined degeneration (vitamin B deficiency)</strong></td>
<td><strong>Os odontoideum</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Subluxation</em></td>
<td><em>Neuromyelitis optica</em></td>
<td><strong>Hypocuric myelopathy</strong></td>
<td><strong>Familial spastic paraplegia</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cord compression by spinal tumour</td>
<td><em>Systemic lupus erythematosus</em></td>
<td><strong>Tabes dorsalis</strong></td>
<td><strong>Adrenomyeloneuropathy</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spinal epidural abscess</td>
<td><em>Post-infectious myelitis</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spinal epidural hematoma</td>
<td><em>Acute infectious myelitis</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hematomyelia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chiari malformation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trauma</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
can be accounted for. In addition, MRI provides good visualization of the spinal cord itself, and spinal cord injury can be visualized. Signal change within the cord (myelomalacia) is an indication of damage (Figure 1), and is most diagnostic when T1 hypointensity correlates with T2 hyperintensity. Finally, MRI can also distinguish between CSM and other soft-tissue causes of myelopathy, such as intradural tumours, vascular lesions, multiple sclerosis or syringomyelia.

Other investigations are available to help support the diagnosis of CSM, although their utility is somewhat redundant, especially in the setting of a clinically myelopathic patient with an MRI indicative of cervical canal stenosis with concurrent cord injury. Nerve conduction studies or EMG can help to differentiate CSM from some of the neurodegenerative diseases like ALS that present similarly. Lumbar puncture and analysis of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) can indicate infectious, neoplastic, or inflammatory conditions as a cause of myelopathic symptoms. Specialized imaging tests such as positron emission tomography (PET) and angiography can also differentiate neoplastic or vascular causes. The utility of these investigations increases in the setting of clinical myelopathy and an MRI that demonstrates little or no spinal cord compression.

Management
There has been debate in the literature over the best way to manage patients with CSM. It has been noted that the natural history of patients with early CSM is not always one of rapid deterioration. Some studies have shown that patients tend to have deterioration to a certain point, and then plateau and remain stable for years, with truncated deterioration periodically. However, a recent review of the literature on the natural history of CSM estimated that 20–60% of patients will deteriorate over time if treated conservatively, and a greater extent of spine compression predicts a higher chance of deterioration. It was also pointed out that a large number of patients who initially elect to undergo conservative manage-
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...ment will eventually deteriorate enough to require surgery, with increased vertebral mobility and loss of lordosis predicting a need for surgery. Thus, it has been recommended that patients be given a surgical option, even in cases of mild myelopathy or asymptomatic spondylosis, given the unpredictability of deterioration and the possibility of deficits remaining despite surgery once they have appeared.34

The surgical treatment for CSM is focused on decompression of the spinal cord to prevent further damage from occurring. As mentioned, decompression will not always reverse symptoms that are already present, and this must be kept in mind when recommending surgery to patients. If there is inherent or predicted instability following decompression, then fusion procedures may be required to restore stability. Decompression and fusion can be accomplished both anteriorly and posteriorly, with each approach have its benefits and drawbacks.

Anterior cervical decompression involves removal of intervertebral discs and/or vertebral bodies, and fusion across the removed structures with either the patient’s own bone or cadaveric bone and instrumentation with a plate and screws (Figure 3). A meta-analysis of studies looking at anterior surgical treatment for CSM found that benefits were maintained for up to 15 years,35 especially for
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**Figure 3A:** MRI showing anterior decompression involving removal of intervertebral discs
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**Figure 3B**
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**Figure 3C**

This figure is the same case as Figure 1.
patients suffering from more severe myelopathy. In cases of multi-level compression, disc removal with plate fixation was equivalent to removal of the intervening vertebral body and plate fixation with regards to fusion rates. A small percentage of patients will deteriorate immediately after surgery, ranging from 2 to 5% in the literature. A cause of deterioration is not always identified, but when present, it is usually due to graft failure or retraction injury.

When approaching posteriorly, decompression can be achieved by removing the laminae and posterior ligaments that form the roof of the spinal canal (Figure 4). This opens up the dorsal portion of the canal, giving the spinal cord more room to avoid anterior compression, and directly removes any sources of posterior compression present. This expansion can be achieved via laminectomy or laminoplasty. Fusion is not always necessary if the decompression is limited to one or two levels, the spine maintains a lordotic curvature and the facet joints are left intact, but the risk of post-operative spondylolisthesis or kyphosis may still be as high as 43% when fusion is not done. Some authors have advocated decompressing two levels above and below the level of stenosis, but this is not always done in practice today. There is a very low incidence of neurologic worsening with the post-

Figure 4: MRI demonstrating that decompression can be achieved by removing the laminae and posterior ligaments

This figure is the same case as Figure 2.
Cervical spondylotic myelopathy is a degenerative disease that results from compression of the spinal cord with subsequent cord injury and impaired conduction along the tracts contained within it.

Myelopathy is a clinical diagnosis based on signs and symptoms of spinal cord dysfunction and should not be used to refer to isolated imaging findings of spinal cord degeneration or stenosis.
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Outcomes following decompressive surgery in CSM can be disappointing, particularly for patients who maintain an expectation of complete recovery. Rates of neurologic improvement are low, and the goal of surgery is often to prevent progression of myelopathy rather than to reverse findings already present. Worse outcomes will often be seen in patients of advanced age, in those who have had symptoms for a greater duration of time, and in patients with a higher

SUMMARY OF KEY POINTS

Cervical spondylotic myelopathy is a degenerative disease that results from compression of the spinal cord with subsequent cord injury and impaired conduction along the tracts contained within it.

Myelopathy is a clinical diagnosis based on signs and symptoms of spinal cord dysfunction and should not be used to refer to isolated imaging findings of spinal cord degeneration or stenosis.

MRI is the most sensitive test to identify cervical canal stenosis and injury to the cord and should be arranged when myelopathy is found on clinical evaluation to identify a specific diagnosis and guide management.

Surgical decompression can prevent progression of cervical spondylotic myelopathy, and in some patients improve gait and hand function.
level of pre-operative disability. Some patients will have neurologic improvement post-operatively, and a small percentage will remain stable for a period of time followed by late deterioration requiring further surgery. Patients who have undergone anterior decompression are at risk of developing instability and/or degeneration at levels adjacent to fusion, but the incidence of clinical adjacent segment disease requiring re-operation is low and there is debate as to whether this instability is progression of the disease as opposed to the fusion. Some more recent evidence has suggested improvement in a number of quality of life assessments following both anterior and posterior approaches for CSM, providing some hope that surgery may actually improve the patients experience.

**Summary**

Cervical spondylotic myelopathy is a degenerative, and is therefore a relatively common cause of disability in the aging population. Diagnosis of CSM requires and understanding of its presenting features: upper motor neuron findings and sensory disturbances in the extremities, with gait disturbance secondary to spasticity being one of the earliest presenting features. Multiple imaging techniques can be employed to differentiate CSM from other etiologies not related to spinal degeneration, but MRI is the test of choice. Once diagnosed, patients should be given the option to undergo surgical decompression of the spine, even in mild cases, as surgery will not always reverse the deficits of spinal compression and conservative treatment will likely lead to deterioration that may not be reversible. At present, anterior and posterior approaches for surgical decompression are equivalent and can halt progression of myelopathy, but a small number of patients will experience post-operative deterioration regardless.

**CLEINICAL PEARLS**

Cervical myelopathy can be differentiated from radiculopathy on clinical exam by the presence of upper motor neuron signs as a result of injury to the spinal cord, which will be absent in radiculopathy.

MRI is helpful in working up cervical spondylotic myelopathy as it allows visualization of the elements causing compression, provides an estimate of the extent of stenosis through loss of CSF space surrounding the cord, and allows identification of cord injury manifest as hyperintense signal change in the cord on T2 weighted imaging.

Patients with symptomatic cervical myelopathy should be referred to a spine surgeon for evaluation and management.
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